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Space Command, Main Communications Center:                  

   “Waaaaaaaaaaaaaa!” 

   The command center came alive when crying was heard  

through the intercom system. Anyone who wasn’t at their  

control panels rushed to check their stations.  

   “What is that?” asked Harris. “It sounds like a baby… 

and not like a baby.” 

   “Everyone pipe down and find out where the crying is coming from,” frowned the Commander. 

   He looked at the main sensor screen; looking for any clue what trouble was on the surface of the 

planet. No answer there came to him, so he searched the space lanes around rest of Gemini Lyra.  

   Then Kumiko Chan raised her hand at Star System Communications. She deffently looked like 

she wanted to talk to the Commander as he approached.  

   The crying came through the speakers again. Everyone in the Center recognized that the baby’s 

crying also had a slight mechanical tone to it.  

   “It’s not from around here, Sid,” Kumiko said to the Commander. Several personnel were 

convening around her station at that point. She pointed to one of her senor screens. 

   “It’s a signal coming from the asteroid belt, in the Magni Sector.” Her finger tracked over to 

another screen. “Near the Pallas asteroid. And that “voice” is deffently mechanical. But why it 

would come out to sound like crying, I have no idea.”   

   The Commander mulled over the information. Then he sought the direction of his Operations 

officer, Saxon. Saxon was nearby, screwing up his face while thinking over this puzzling matter. 

Then his face lite up as he noticed the Commander eyeing him.  

   “If you’re wondering if we have anything out that way, the answer’s “No”. Not one of our patrols, 

no merchant travel, and no scheduled Belter activity.” 

   “Who is the closest patrol ship that can investigate this… thing,” asked the Commander. “Two or 

three would be better. But what have we got? This distress call can’t be nothing at all!”  

   The “baby’s” cry sounded through the speakers again. It’s lonely wallowing sent shivers through 

all that were at the Center.  

 

Gemini Lyra Star System – Planet Scully 
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Ship’s Log: 2205. 12 – Ltjg. Jeff Wilcox reporting. 

    The Silverwing and I have been stationed in the Gemini Lyra system for seven months so far. It 

seems a bit of a long time for a “shakedown cruise” for the new Silverwing shuttle (and it’s pilot 

too). But I can see now why Starfleet would distribute some of their newly graduated cadets to a 

star system such as this; it gives the Ensigns and junior grade Lieutenants an education they 

wouldn’t have gotten aboard a space station or starship. Overall, the star system has about a 

hundred Starfleet people working in a variety of jobs. 

     It’s been a pleasure helping the fledgling colony set in its roots into this interesting star system. 

My current assignment has been an Officer Exchange Program. My current patrol of the star 

system includes Ltjg. Lissa Roan at the Engineering station, and Doctor Gene Hu as a civilian 

Science and Medical Officer. Both have a casual personable style interacting with everybody they 

come in contact with. This is probably due to the frontier flavor the colony has (I should say 

“colonies” as there is now a colony on the mostly-water world of New Atlantis, and a thriving 

Belter presence in the system’s asteroid belt). That frontier flavor also provides for a strong work 

ethic. There has never been a lack of discipline with any of the citizens I’ve met here.  

    And we are currently helping a stranded merchant in their one person spacecraft near the 

system’s fourth planet (Teshub). Gertie (no family name mentioned) had trouble with the engines 

of her craft (Silly Angel) (the star system citizens like to give very fantasiful titles to their space 

crafts, both in-system and starship). Lissa Roan has been helping get Gertie’s craft repaired. 

Though I suspect these two are having fun with “girl talk” about as much as doing repairs. And 

that’s fine; space travel puts extra pressure on us social animal humans, and a little downtime is 

required as much as our actual work. Besides, we crew members aren’t terribly busy at the 

moment; and I’ve had a nice conversation going with the Good Doctor Hu.  

 

 

 

“Lissa? How soon will you be done over at the Silly Angel?” asked Jeff. “We have a new 

assignment out towards the asteroid belt.” 

Starfleet Type 11 Shuttlecraft – USS Silverwing 

Incoming Message from Scully Communications Center 
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        “There it is,” said Dr. Hu. “The computer 

recognizes this object as a Centaur Class Frigate. This is one of Starfleet’s starships.” 
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   “What’s one of those starships doing out here? Asked Lissa.  

    Jeff worked his controls, turning the shuttlecraft more in the direction of the starship. Dr. Hu 

also refined his sensors to take a closer look.  

   “No life signs. Power is down to 32%. No responder code to tell us what ship it is.... and I see 

burnt marks on the outer hull.” 

   But, the electric cry was still there. And besides the baby’s cry, it now also sounded as if it was in 

pain.  

   “Waaaaaa Who are you? Waaaaaa Stay away! I warn you! Waaaaa” 

   “Centaur class ship,” radioed Jeff, “This is the Starfleet starship USS Silverwing. I am Ltjg. Jeff 

Wilcox, and am sending our responder code now. We are not here to hurt you. We are here to 

help. Who are you? And how can we help you?” 

   No response came from the starship. But the electronic crying stopped.  

   “There’s lots of damage there,” said Lissa Roan. “Most of the damage is on the saucer 

section….the shuttle bay doors are open, though. An open invitation?...” 

   “Or a trap,” finished Dr. Hu.  

   “Are the weapons online?” asked Jeff. Lissa shook her head.  

   “Not yet, anyway.” 

   While Jeff mulled over what to do next, three Scully patrol ships (two Lancer class gun boats and 

a Ridgerunner class rescue ship) pulled alongside of their shuttlecraft. The Doctor appraised their 

crew of the evidence that they had found, including the person of the subspace radio.  

   “I’m going to park the Silverwing into the shuttle bay, and explore the starship. Are there any 

volunteers to go with me?” said Jeff. Lissa and the Doctor agreed -- plus Lt. Lee Helm, Ensign 

Virginia Chen, and Ensign Kitsunae.  

Ship’s Log continued: Our volunteers transported over to the Silverwing in environment suits. 

Lissa Roan, Dr. Hu, and I have ours on as well.  There is no indication that the Centaur class 

starship has conditions for short-sleeve investigation. Then we made our approach to the starship’s 

shuttle bay.  

Lt. Helm has allowed me to be group leader on this venture. Though he outranks me; he 

recognizes that we are using the Silverwing to land inside this questionable area. If the situation 

should “go South”, he knows my knowledge of the Silverwing would be in a better position to solve 

whatever problems. I thanked him for this. Not every officer would be comfortable doing that. 

Hopefully we can work together again sometime in the future.  

The trip to the Centaur was short and uneventful. Access to the inner doorways were more difficult 

as they suffered from lack of energy. But manual override got us all inside the inner hull.  
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What we saw in the ship’s corridors was eerie enough. They were empty of life; no crew members 

were seen. There was, however, blood stains on the walls, and charred markings at various 

sections. Ensign Virginia Chen made the comment that some battle hadn’t gone well for the 

starship’s crew. No one argued with her. Instruments still showed no life signs.  

 

 

   “How about I take Lissa, and we go to Engineering. It’d be good to see if Engineering is as 

messed up as it is here,” said Lee Helm. “Or, at least, see if we can get the ship’s engines moving.” 

   “Good idea,” said Jeff. “Doctor Hu and I will see about that crying up on the Bridge. As for you 

other two, how about going to the main communications center to get a better handle on 

subspace.” 

   Soon Doctor Hu and I tried wrenching the door to the Bridge open. Other than a few small 

lights blinking randomly, the inside doorway was dark. I placed my hand on the Good Doctor’s 

arm to slow down his nerves. Only to realize that it helped me with my nerves as it did his.  

   “Who is there?” asked a voice in the dark. 

    And there, in a small pool of light was a nine inch figure straight out Greek mythology – a 

centaur. She -- and it was a she, for she had a green wrap around her breast area – was tan in the 

woman part of her body, holding a round shield and long spear. Her long mane of yellow/tan hair 

flowed down to the horse part of her body, which was spotted brown and white, and ending in a 

long flowing tail.  

   We relaxed a bit.  
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   “A starship’s Artificial Intelligence,” whispered Dr. Hu. “I’ve never seen one presented in this 

fashion.” 

   And fully aware of our presence. 

   “I am Jeff Wilcox. I spoke with you a little while ago. And this is Gene Hu. We… the whole star 

system heard you crying. And we came to see why you were hurting.” 

   This woman creature looked sadder then she did before. It was then I noticed her image even 

looked like her face was wet, wet from crying.  

   “Sssh, dear Lady,” said Dr. Hu. “We came to help you. What happened here?” 

   Just then, the lights on the bridge brightened. Evidence of the same damage as the corridors 

could be seen at the various work stations. Also, the body of someone on the floor. 

   “How’s that for some light on the subject?” chirped Lissa’s voice from the communicators. 

   “Fine, Lissa. You and Helm come up to the Bridge now. We found the person crying.” 

   The centaur lady pointed her spear towards the body.  

   “Oh,” she said tears welling up. “My Captain.” 

 

To be continued next issue.  

    

    

   

 

 

USS Silverwing Newsletter Issue #7 © copyright June 2022 by Jeffrey L. Wilcox. This is an 

amateur newsletter for the Star Trek fan club, USS Silverwing. The USS Silverwing is a local 

chapter of the Starfleet Command Quadrant One, for western New York State.  

*Copies of this newsletter are free for the asking. Copies can be download from the Starfleet 

Command website >> starfleet-command.com<< (go to the right side of the webpage, click 

“Communicate”, and click “Newsletters” in the pulldown menu). Or, if I know your email 

address, I can email copies to you that way.  

*As always, we welcome any fan activity you readers feel like sending our way. News, 

artwork, comments, fan-fiction, and, you know, “the usual”.  

*Come join the party. Share your fan-activity and creativity.  
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*Start off, this is the first issue I’ve tried doing fan-fiction. “A Cry from The Deep” will be a 

complete story with four chapters. As you probably figured out I like to add a little fantasy to my 

science fiction ideas. In this case, mythology is used (the fourth planet of the Gemini Lyra star 

system is called Teshub, a storm-god in ancient Turkey that is equivalent to the Greek Zeus or the 

Norse Thor). As always I would love to hear from you readers what you think of the newsletter. 

Also, any ideas what you’d like to see in these pages.  

*Convention News: Shore Leave – July 15 to 17
th

 -- @ Delta Hotel Baltimore (245 Shawn Rd., 

Hunt, Valley, MD 21031) Guests include: Brandon Routh (Arrow’s Ray Palmer/The Atom), 

Adam Baldwin (TV’s “Firefly” and “Chuck”), Summer Glau ( TV’s “Firefly” and “ Sarah Conner 

Chronicles”), Laz Alonso ( “Avatar” and “Fast & Furious”), Gates McFadden (“Star Trek: TNG”), 

Robert Duncan McNeill (“Star Trek: Voyager”), and Eddie McClintock (TV’s Warehouse 13”).  

Also, the Trek club USS Monocacy will have a table at the convention. The club, plus its sister 

Facebook group – Star Trek Family, have been reeling in new members like crazy this past year. 

Their con table should be an interesting place to visit. Check them out.  

* We always try to support our local authors in western New York State. An author that I enjoy is 

science fiction/fantasy writer Charles Freedom Long. I’ve read three of his novels – “Witches’ 

Gambit”, “Dancing with the Dead”, and “Alvar’s Spear.” Most authors write their novels going in 

the direction of the author’s interests and hobbies. In the case of Charles Long, he adds mystic and 

psychic subjects to his stories. This includes ghosts, psychic powers, reincarnation. The stories are 

based in space (usually), and includes alien races (planetary romances?), but with the mystic 

elements as well.  

   One of the up-shoots for bringing up Long’s stories is because he just self-published a new novel, 

Aztra’s Mirror”. Readers can check out this book for free on Kindle Unlimited, or $4.99 for 

download. I haven’t read this book yet; but, based on taking in the other three novels, I’m looking 

forward checking out “Aztra’s Mirror” sometime in the future.  

* The 7
th

 Rule: this is a podcast group that’s been around for a while. I knew it was out there in 

cyberspace, but hadn’t really connected with it till now. The episode I checked out recently 

featured had a review with the “Strange New Worlds” episode “All Those Who Wander” 

(season1, episode 9). The hosts of the show are Cirroc Lofton, who played the Jake Sisko 

character back on ST: Deep Space Nine, and Ryan T. Husk. Special quest Dave Perez, writer of 

the episode, and an associate producer for the show. Very nice – try it out.  
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